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Committee for Green Foothills 
needs your support now more 
than ever to continue protecting 
our local open space, wildlife, 
and natural resources from  
unwise, poorly-located, and 
excessive development.

“Something will have gone out of us as a people if we 
ever let the remaining wilderness be destroyed... We 
simply need that wild country available to us, even if we 
never do more than drive to its edge and look in.” 

Wallace Stegner 
Committee for Green Foothills  
Founding President
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Our Story

In 1959, a small group of citizens in the Palo Alto 
and Los Altos Hills area organized with the specific 
purpose of keeping the “factories out of the foothills.” 
The catalyst for their concern was a proposal by 
Stanford University to annex 254 acres to Palo Alto 
in order to allow industrial development west of what 
is now Foothill Expressway, but at the time was a 
small road winding along the base of the hills.

A referendum was held to decide the issue, but the 
opposition was well organized, and the pro-open 
space forces lost. Three years passed during which  
it became clear that the foothills would disappear if  
a concerted effort were not made to save them. 

In May of 1962, Lois Crozier-Hogle gathered 27 
citizens from this first open space battle for a meeting 
at Ruth Spangenberg’s home. The group decided 
that evening to organize to preserve the foothills 
— thus Committee for Green Foothills was begun. 
The group elected as their first president Wallace 
Stegner, novelist and then head of the creative 
writing program at Stanford University. He wrote 
the “Wilderness Letter,” which was instrumental 
in voicing the intrinsic worth of wilderness. He 
remained an active supporter and spokesman for 
Committee for Green Foothills for the rest of his life. 
We are grateful to all of our founding members for 
having the foresight to protect open space when it 
must have seemed that the Peninsula had plenty of it.

Our founders knew that through carelessness, 
indifference, and poor planning, our natural heritage 
— the hills, forests, creeks, wetlands and coastal lands 
of the Peninsula — would slowly be destroyed.

Looking to the foothills and the coast, we behold  
our founders’ legacy of open space protection  
with the understanding that our vigilance is just  
as important today. 

Our mission is to protect and preserve the hills, 
farmlands, forests, creeks, wetlands, and coastal lands 
of San Mateo and Santa Clara counties through 
advocacy, education, and grassroots action. In the 
decades since its founding, Committee for Green 
Foothills has proven its effectiveness time and time again 
protecting open space and the natural environment of 
the South Bay, the Peninsula, and Coast. 

Wallace Stegner 
Committee for Green Foothills  
Founding President
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Three Excellent Reasons to Give

1.  We Deliver Real Environmental Victories Locally. 

Committee for Green Foothills is a widely acknowledged leader in protecting the coast, hillsides, 
forests, streams, bay lands, and farmlands in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties. We have real clout 
with decision-makers and ensure strong environmental policies are adhered to or strengthened, 
taking legal action when necessary.

2.  We Empower Community Members To Be Effective Advocates. 

Committee for Green Foothills serves as the first line of defense for the last of our region’s critical 
habitat and farmland, engaging in land use decisions in their earliest stages. We work with 
community members on priority issues, providing them with the skills and resources they need to 
be successful open space advocates.

3.  We Have a Vision for the Future. 

Given that Committee for Green Foothills wants to achieve longstanding victories, not just 
immediate successes, we have concrete goals for each of our areas of work. We vigilantly monitor 
local land use issues and take action when we have the opportunity to move closer to achieving 
meaningful victories. With a changing climate, predicted extreme weather events, and limits on 
our planet’s natural resources, our consistent voice for healthy, working ecosystems may be our best 
investment in the future.

“Where on earth is there a road that marks
such a stark boundary as Highway 280 
between San Jose and San Francisco? On 
one side, an urban environment teems with 
six million people scurrying about in pursuit 
of their busy lives, while just across this strip 
of pavement, much of the land is utterly 
wild. The contrast is striking. It is not an 
accident. Committee for Green Foothills 
pioneered the decades-long battle to set aside 
that open space. Now, it is a refuge from the 
clamor of daily life where we can roam in 
peace for generations to come.” 

Ron Erskine
Committee for Green Foothills Board Member
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The Impact of Committee for Green Foothills
The Bay Area is a highly desirable place to live, in part because we have protected so many natural areas 
immediately adjacent to cities. These open spaces have tremendous value to the people who live here. The 
work of Committee for Green Foothills over the past five decades has played a huge role in saving these 
beautiful places. Thanks to the ongoing and generous support of over 3,000 people like you, we have 
achieved so much, leaving a legacy of open space and natural resources for generations to come.

Helped create the Baylands Preserve in Palo Alto 
The 1,940-acre preserve is the largest tract of undisturbed marshland in the San Francisco Bay. Its multi-use trails 
provide access to a unique mixture of tidal and freshwater habitats.

Led movement to create the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District 
Committee for Green Foothills and others championed this voter ballot initiative in 1972. The District has since 
preserved over 62,000 acres of land for public enjoyment in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties.

San Mateo County voters overwhelmingly approved Coastal Protection Initiative 
The Coastal Protection Initiative, passed by voters in 1986, has since prohibited the Board of Supervisors from 
weakening key policies protecting farmlands, scenic views, and sensitive habitats on the San Mateo County coast, 
unless voters approve.

Championed the passage of the Devil’s Slide Tunnel Initiative 
Ending three decades of legal challenges by Committee for Green Foothills and other environmental and 
community groups, this initiative put a stop to Caltrans’ environmentally destructive freeway bypass plan.

Developers withdraw from Coyote Valley, saving 3000-acres of farmland 
Thanks to years of work by Committee for Green Foothills and others, the proposal to destroy 3,000 acres of 
working farmland and vital wildlife corridors in Coyote Valley in south San Jose was withdrawn in 2008.

Community outcry halts proposed mini-city on Redwood City baylands 
Consisting of 1,400 acres of former wetlands, this site is home to numerous migratory bird species. After strong opposition 
by Committee for Green Foothills and others, Cargill and DMB withdrew their development proposal in 2012.

“The political clout of the Committee for 
Green Foothills, everyone agrees, has 
exceeded anything dreamed by the original 
tiny group meeting in Palo Alto, Menlo 
Park, and Los Altos Hills living rooms.”

Don West
S.F. Examiner
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“We need to remind ourselves 
constantly that the land resource 
itself is what must be saved, 
that like liberty, democracy, all 
the freedoms guaranteed by the 
constitution, like everything we 
truly value to the point where we 
might die for it, the heritage of 
our public lands is not a fact but 
a responsibility, an obligation, a 
task. A pleasure.”

Wallace Stegner 
Committee for Green Foothills  
Founding President
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Priorities for Funding in 2014
With your support, we will vigilantly monitor the following local land use issues, providing high-quality, 
well-researched information to decision makers, taking tough positions when necessary, and garnering 
community support. 

Santa Clara County Farmland Preservation
Santa Clara County is one of the fastest growing areas in the state. It is comprised of 28,000 acres of cropland and 
nearly 400,000 acres of rangeland, much of which is home to a host of threatened plant and animal species,  
and some of the most critically endangered habitat in all of California. Over the next few years, major decisions  
will either destroy or conserve farmland and natural resources.

Funding for Local Open Space Districts
The Santa Clara Valley Open Space Authority, Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District, and San Francisco Bay 
Restoration Authority are each chronically underfunded. We expect funding measures for each agency. Adequate 
funding for these agencies could be the single most effective way to preserve and restore natural lands  
in perpetuity. 

Prevent Development of Redwood City Baylands
The Cargill site consists of 1,400 acres of former wetlands which are included within the authorized boundaries 
of the Don Edwards National Wildlife Refuge. Even in their current state, they are used as a resting place by 
thousands of migratory waterfowl. In May 2012, the original project application for a mini-city of up to 12,000 
homes was withdrawn. Cargill has been quietly lobbying the Army Corps of Engineers, hoping to influence its 
decision as to jurisdiction. We expect that a new revised application will be coming soon.

Riparian Corridor Protection
In our semi-arid region, creeks and rivers are lifelines of support for wildlife. It is estimated that 80% of  
western species use these corridors at some point in their lives. When development is too close to riparian  
corridors, habitat is lost, polluted runoff enters streams, and flood hazards increase because of increased 
sedimentation and lack of flood-absorbing vegetation. Riparian corridor development setbacks are the best  
tool to protect our local watersheds.

Strong Local Coastal Plan
San Mateo County is updating its Coastal Plan for the working waterfront area at Princeton, just north of  
Half Moon Bay. Planning for sea level rise in this low lying area will be a critical part of the update, as well  
as maintaining and enhancing marine industrial and visitor serving uses and improving coastal access along  
the shoreline.
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Become a member 
Join hundreds of your friends and neighbors who are committed  
to protecting our local natural places.
Members receive the first invitation and discounted admission to our events  
along with three annual newsletters. To join, send a $50 donation or more.  
online: www.greenfoothills.org/donate 
mail a CheCk to: Committee for Green Foothills, 3921 E. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Get your workplace to match your gift 
Many companies support us through employee matching gift programs. 
Some companies include Google, Hewlett Packard, IBM, LAM Research, and Microsoft.  
Help us grow our matching gifts by letting us know if your employer has a program. 

Donate Stock 
There are many benefits to donating stock, please consult your tax advisor for details. 
To donate, first let us know. Then provide the following information to your broker.
Charles sChwab and Co.

Phone 800-435-4000
DTC #: 0164 Code 40

Sponsor Nature’s Inspiration
Celebrate a year of achievements at our annual gala. 
In addition to receiving complimentary tickets to the event, as a sponsor you will be recognized on all printed 
and online materials for the celebration.

Leverage Your Donation as a Sustaining Member
Become a sustaining member to provide reliable support for the advocacy you count on. 

When you pledge to make a donation of $500 or more every year, you’ll get all the perks of being a member 
without any additional asks for funding throughout the year. We’ll even add your pledge to our matching gift 
fund, doubling the impact of your gift by encouraging others to contribute.

Join the Green Foothills Legacy Society
Planned gifts enable us to continue protecting local open spaces for generations to come. 
You can leave your legacy through a will, a living trust, an insurance  policy, an IRA or qualified retirement 
plan. Contact us or see our website www.greenfoothills.org/donate/bequests for information.

How You Can Give

Committee for green foothills (legal: Green Foothills Foundation)
Account Number: 3854-2986
Tax ID Number: 94-6121854
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